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The following is a list, with examples, of formats that have been used at our weekly meetings. Some of 
these take place indoors or in the immediate vicinity of the school base. Others take place in neighbouring 
parks and/or streets. 
 
 
 
Street Hash 
 
Hashes are well established in running circles and are usually marked in the terrain with chalk, powder 
etc. In this variation the runners have a map and navigate to the decision point. At the decision point 
(usually a road junction) the direction they take is determined by the name of the roads at that junction. At 
each junction two options are available and marked on the map with two different letters. The runners 
take the option where the letter matches the first letter of the road entering the junction. As in a normal 
hash there will be dead ends to allow the slower runners to catch up.  
 
Worked Example 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Actual Example 
 
Note that the Blue colour on the map actually represents woodland but was used to provide contrast when 
the map is printed in black and white. 
 

 



Observation Run  
 
Here a simple route is marked on the map by means of arrows. The runners follow this route but en route 
have to answer a number of typical street orienteering questions. The catch is that the locations of the 
points where the answers to these questions can be found are not shown on the map. The runners must 
therefore keep their eyes open for the chip shop or whatever whilst running and navigating. The questions 
are set however in the order that they will be encountered on the run. Time penalties are given for missing 
answers – these should be severe enough that simply sprinting round the course will not be better than 
answering most of questions correctly whilst running at a reasonable pace. Ideally there should be a 
variation in “leg lengths”. 
 
 

 



Numbers Run 
 
A number of control points are marked on the map and a set, continuous, route pre-determined between 
them. Each control point is given a number but no indication of the course. Competitors set off and head 
to any of the points – at this point they find the answer to a simple question  - the answer to the question 
will be a number – the number of the next control point on the course. In this way the competitors will 
“navigate” themselves around the course. When they have visited all the controls they head to the finish. 
 
Note that the Blue colour on the map actually represents woodland but was used to provide contrast when 
the map is printed in black and white 
 

 



Beck Map 
 
Attempt to redraw a street map in the stylistic way that Harry Beck simplified the London Underground 
map. Set a score event as normal. Allow the less brave to carry a (sealed) normal map with them. 
 
Beck Map 
 

 
 
 
Normal Map 
 

 
 
 



Crossword Run 
 
Orienteering has been likened to solving a cryptic crossword whilst running a marathon. This exercise 
involves both mental and running skills. The solution to each clue is one of the roads marked on the map. 
The answer to be inserted in the crossword grid is found at that road location marked by the circle. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Snakes and Ladders 
 
At the start allocate runners to one of three controls Fast runners: 2, slow runners: 3, middling runners: 1 
When they get to a control (other than 5 or 9) there is a notice telling them where to go next eg when they 
get to control 2 they are instructed to go to control 1. 
When they get to control 5 or 9 they pick a card out of a bag which says either go forward one control, go 
forward two controls or go backward two controls. Thus forward two from 5 would take them to 7. They 
will be stuck in a loop at each of these controls until they pick a “go forward two controls” instruction. 
Once they get this from control 9 they are on a route to the finish.  
 

 
 



Snakes and Ladders map 
 

 
 



PicassO 
 
The map of a local park was reworked in three styles loosely based on various styles of Picasso’s 
painting. Courses run on each version. 
 
Surrealism 
 

 
 



Cubism 
 

 



Rose Period 
 

 



Jigsaw Event 
 
An exercise which uses a simple 12 piece child’s jigsaw (or could be a homemade one) 
 
Each of the areas has one (or two) tasks associated with it – teams have to head out to each area and solve 
the task in order to gain jigsaw pieces. 
 
Once all pieces have been gained the jigsaw has to be completed 
 
 

 
 
Task A: Within the “A” area bounded by the purple line is one post box. Find that post box and note down its 
number BN3 _ _ _ 
 
Task B1: Within the “B” area there are a number of yellow metal (approximately Π shaped) stands designed to lock 
bikes to. How many are there? 
 
Task D: Within the “D” area bounded by the purple line is one post box. Find that post box and note down its 
number BN3 _ _ _ 
 
Task B2: Within the “B” area there are a number of lamp posts (metal poles with a light –which may or may not be 
lit - on top). How many are there? 
 
Task E: Within the “E” area bounded by the purple line is an Indian restaurant and takeaway. What is its name? 
 
Task C: Within this field there is a clear plastic bag containing pieces of paper. Find the bag – remove ONE of the 
pieces of paper and solve the anagram written on the paper. 
 



Adventure race 
 
A points competition where points are gained for both completing the navigation tasks and the indoor 
checkpoint tasks (that are all held back at base). 
 

 
 
Task A 
Identify 5 substances from their smell 
 
Task B 
Below are ten translations of the phrase “I am lost, please help me” performed using Google translate. 
You need to identify each of the ten languages. No use of iphones etc please! 
Language 1: Je suis perdue, s'il vous plaît aidez-moi 
Language 2: يتدعاسم ءاجرلا ، ةعئاض انا 
Language 3: Ich bin verloren, bitte hilf mir 
Language 4: Jeg er tabt, behage hjælp mig 
Language 5: Я пропал, пожалуйста, помогите мне 
Language 6: Tá mé caillte, le do thoil cabhrú liom 
Language 7: Ég er glataður. þóknast hjálpa mig 
Language 8: יל רוזע אנא .דובא ינא 
Language 9: Rwy'n colli. blesio chyfnertha 'm 
Language 10: Έχω χάσει, παρακαλώ βοηθήστε µε 
 
Task C 
A spot the difference exercise with two orienteering maps 



 



Jigsaw Bingo 
 

 
 
 



Treasure Hunt and Catching Features 
 
Eight or so controls are placed in fairly obvious locations around the campus. An OCAD map of the 
school has previously been converted in Catching Features format and a course in which the controls are 
taken in an anticlockwise direction is also programmed into CF. Participants are given 20 minutes to 
locate all the controls. As a group they then direct a single computer operator around the course in the 
Catching Features programme. Once the course has been established a few participants (usually the 
juniors) try and establish the fastest time on CF. The entire group, in a mass start, then run the course to 
try and beat the virtual time. No SI just touching the controls and manual timing. Finally a race between 
the fastest runners on the ground and the fastest CF operator. Running the CF race twice takes about the 
same time as running it once on the ground. 
 
 

 
 



 
Hall Sprint (trees) 
 
SI units are placed at accurately mapped points. The base map has the badminton etc courts on for 
reference, the competitors’ maps do not. In equally matched pairs, and starting together, competitors each 
run one of six equal length courses using SI cards and printer for download. One this pair has finished set 
another pair off on a deiffernt set of courses. Non participating runners can be the control features 
themselves (the trees) and attempt to verbally distract the runners. If time permits competitors can run a 
selection of courses. At the end turn the lights out and run the races again in the dark with torches 
 

 
 



Clues 
 
Eight controls are placed around the campus. Attached to each is a clue that will lead the competitor to 
the next control. Some clues are descriptive (eg fence within a fence), others cryptic or anagrams (eg 
WAG TEN – NW Gate). The last control will contain a clue to the first thus providing a continuous loop. 
This exercise is run in pairs. At the start give each pair a blank map and one of the clues to get them to 
their first control – pairs start at different controls. Ask the pairs to mark down the order that they found 
the controls to stop them simply locating them by random searching. 
 

 



Transposition 
 
Each pair is given the map of a complex contoured terrain onto which the outlines of the school buildings 
have been incorporated in light green. Each pair is then simultaneously given a fictional route that should 
enable them to identify the finish point. One or both members of the pair then run to this location. It is a 
head-to-head race to reach the correct location first. There is no flag there but a judge is loitering close by 
to see who gets there first – not all the pairs will end up in the same place. There is time to hand out the 
clues and then get to the finish before the competitors. 
 

 
 
 
Example route clue 
 
Took a rough westerly bearing to a pond, then headed up a big spur to the top of the hill. Took a rough 
NW bearing to a cliff before contouring around the slope, crossing a large gully and then reaching a 
stream junction. Climbed up the stream to another junction and the control. 



Back to School 
 
A separate question is placed at specified locations around the school. Pairs each head off to one of these 
locations. The answer to the question is a number – the number of the control they go to next. If they get 
all the answers right then they visit all the controls, otherwise they end up back at a control they have 
already been too and have to work out which question they got wrong. Questions were related to school 
subjects. 
 

 
 

1  Physical Education  If the score is one game all in tennis, what is the minimum number of points played? 

8  History  When was the battle of Hastings?  _ _ 66 

10  Geography  How high is the moutain Snowdon?  _ 560 feet 

3  Mathematics  What is the square root of 169? 

13  English Lang  How many letters in the correct spelling of "suckseed"?  

7  English Lit  Which of Shakespeare's King Henry plays had 2 parts (ie not 1 or 3)?  

4  Physics  If a current of 3A is passing through a resistance of 4 Ohm what is the voltage? 

12  Chemistry  What is the atomic number of helium? 

2  Biology  How many legs does an adult fly have? 

6  Woodwork  What is the area of a piece of 3 by 3 plywood? 

9  French  Onze 

11  German  Vierzehn 

14  Music  How many lines in an English musical stave? 

5  Domestic Science  How many litres would you get if you mixed 500ml of milk with 500ml of water? 

 



Map memory and anagrams 
 
The group is split into teams at one end of the hall. At the other end of the hall is a map of the school with 
the location of various controls on. At each control is a flag and a piece of card with one or more letters 
on. The letters combined make up a word or phrase. The team must stay in the hall except that at any one 
time one team member can be outside visiting a controls (and memorising the letters) and one other can 
be looking at the map and memorising the location of one or more controls. The rest of the team can plan 
strategy and attempt to solve/guess the anagram. No pens / paper or maps allowed outside of the hall. 
 
 
Orienteering snooker 
 
Only for orienteers this one. Split group into two teams at one end of hall. At the other end of the hall 
spread out the following map symbol names. One member of the team then runs to the names and finds 
one that consists of JUST the colour (although a mixture of that colour and white is allowed) determined 
by the order of the snooker ball colours (except that pink=purple). If anyone selects the wrong one they 
are sent back until they find the correct one.  
Yellow - Open land with scattered trees and Rough open land 
Green - Distinctive tree and Undergrowth 
Brown - Ant Hill and Saddle 
Blue – Well and Pond 
Pink - First Aid and Dangerous area 
Black – Cave and Field boundary 
Red Herrings – Sand, Orchard, Vineyard, Settlement, Road, Uncrossable marsh 
 
 
Modified trains 
 
Split the group into pairs and give each pair a unique object (shoe, tin, bag etc). Then one member of each 
team is given a map with a single control circle on. Using the map (or not) that member of the pair then 
runs out and places their object at the position marked by the centre of the circle. Returning to the hall 
they give the map in without showing it to their partner. They must then describe to their partner how to 
find their object  - no maps or drawing allowed. Ideally have enough different maps so that each pair can 
have a different initial control location. The pair keep swapping placing and collecting roles until all 
locations have been used or a time limit is reached. 
 


